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"The truth is that if Bart Simpson were the

only person running against [Carol], I

would be encouraging people to vote for

him."

- Brooke Weiss, President,
Mecklenburg Moms for Liberty to
Ann Doss Helms, WFAE

Why is the president of far-right
Moms for Liberty so eager to get me
off the Board of Education? Because
I'm the most vocal and effective
opponent of their radical agenda.

I need to keep doing this important
work. Please donate to my
campaign.

Learn more about Moms for Liberty.
 

And if you thought this school board
race couldn't get any crazier, this
billboard appeared on Independence
Blvd. It's funded by
Success4CMS.org - an anonymous
group organized by Republican
operative Larry Shaheen. Check out
Success4CMS endorsements if you
want to know who the radical right
supports.

Support the Campaign

Carol Sawyer
CMS Board of Education, District 4
980-292-0554 (text and voice)
For CMS business:
carole.sawyer@cms.k12.nc.us

For Sawyer for Schools Campaign:
carol@sawyerforschools.com
Twitter - Facebook 
980-292-0554 (text and voice)
@Sawyer4Schools

Volunteer for Carol
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